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BLE access management 

1.07.01 – FV1070 
 

1 Description 
This document describes the way to add and manage the BLE (Bluetooth Low Energy) access feature 

in Ipassan system. 

2 Overview 
From the 1.07 Ipassan manager release (fv1070 firmware for the controller), the system has a new 

feature able to manage the BLE access.  

Readers manage both technologies Mifare and BLE, so users can then open the doors through classic 

electronic keys or/and through virtual credentials.  

 

 

 

                 on your mobile will offer the opportunity to transfer some credential 

properties managed in “Ipassan manager”.       

The building manager then authorizes the phone number as a virtual credential in the Ipassan software 

instead of a key number. The user automatically receives the door and floor authorizations in his app 

and can operate on doors and lifts                                                                 
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2 types of virtual credentials are customizable: proximity and long range or proximity only. 

The proximity mode works in a range of 20 cm without action on the app (hands free).  

The long range mode works up to 15 m but the user has to press the door release push button on the 

app (as a standard remote control). 

When the door release push button on the app is highlit from grey to blue, the user knows he is in the 

range of a reader available in his access profile. 

 

 

 

BLE technology is embedded in the following range of readers: 

 

P40 P80 PK80 Built in reader (2Smart 
panel, FDI-Alpha 

reader) 
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2.1 Management of the virtual credentials 
In the same way the site manager buys standard credentials, he can order an amount of credits to 

the FDI Matelec partner who provides those credits on the user account. 

Note: if the user account doesn’t exist, it has to be created by the FDI partner. 

The site manager uses those credits to create virtual credentials. Thanks to a link available in Ipassan 

Manager, he associates his credit account to his Ipassan site. 

- A proximity access for one day (visitor for example)  value: 1 credit 

- A permanent proximity access value: 5 credits 

- A permanent long range & proximity access value: 20 credits 

App main screen view:  

Android      Iphone 

 

 

The FDI partners deliver the credits to the customer through an account on the following web server 

https://partner.fdimatelec.com 

  

https://partner.fdimatelec.com/
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3 Settings 

3.1 Activation of the BLE access feature 
When creating a site, tick the option “BLE access” then click on “Associate an existing account” to link 

your Ipassan site to the credit server account. 

Note: the Creation of a new account button gives availability to the FDI partner to create and credit 

the customer account through Ipassan manager instead of using the partner server. 

 

 

 

In the next window, enter your login and password then press Save. 

 

 

The available credit quantity is now displayed. 774 in the example below. 
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3.2 Set-up of the readers 
In the reader set-up window, BLE access needs to be activated ticking the Bluetooth box and then 

select the range (proximity and or remote mode (long range) 

Note:  the long range (remote) mode only works when the mobile owns the long range credential 

and the reader authorized this mode 

On the other hand, If the reader is limited to “proximity”, whatever the mobile credential range it will 

only operate in proximity mode. 

 

WARNING :  

When the BLE feature is ticked in a reader set-up, Ipassan manager declares this reader in the credit 

server which provides specific encryption keys for the selected reader. 

 

In order to transfer all the keys and information to partner.fdimatelec.com web server  and to   

       in each mobile, this involves that the management computer is connected to 

internet when you set up the BLE access of the readers. 
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4 Add a “virtual” credential 
Create or choose a user then add a credential.  

Select Bluetooth credential and choose the range and type of access. 

Enter the phone number of the mobile used. 

Note: the country field selection (France in the example) provides the prefix for the mobile number. 

 

 

In order to transfer all the keys and information to partner.fdimatelec.com web server  and to   

       in the mobile, this involves that the management computer is connected to 

internet when you add or remove virtual credentials. 
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5 Resident /user Operating mode 
 

The user needs to download and install the    app, if he doesn’t already have it, to be 

able to use the BLE access technology. 

As soon as the app installation is completed, the app receives the door and floor authorizations. 

In the following example, the user is authorized to two sites: 

- “FDI Matelec” with 2 doors access “Office + IT room” 

- Visitor entrance is set up in “remote mode + proximity” (long range mode) . 

- Personal door is set up in “proximity mode”. 

For both doors, the access is permanent (authorized 24/7) 

- “Site A3 – demo” with a different access profile 

 

 

 

ALL  PB:   displays all the readers available 

  in the access profile 

 

NEAR  PB:  displays only readers physically in 

the BLE range of the mobile 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


